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loudspeaker cables and interconnects

our commitment..
Detail. Depth. Musical Structure. Not words you would usually
associate with audio cables. But then at Van den Hul, we encourage you
to break away from the traditional cable image. In doing so, we have
created options for you that pay tribute to musical traditions and also
seek inspiration from great music and new performances.
The result contributes to a high level of styles and tastes and is certain
to stimulate your musical appetite.
Over centuries, composers, poets and artists have had their imagination
kindled by the four seasons. We too believe in the importance of creativity.
Nature’s changing cycle has inspired us to come up with products using
fresh, natural ideas with some seasonal flair in the different
product names. Along the way we will do everything possible to
meet your needs and see to it that you will enjoy your own musical
selection well satisfied.

Crystal Crossover distortion

So please sit back and relax, make your favorite selection from
your musical library and have a fine melodious experience with a
lot of excitement in combination with any of our products.
Creativity can make life exciting. The music that sends a chill down
your spine, the painting and its colours that take your breath away.
Both are a part of what creativity can do.
Van den Hul believes in the importance of such product creativity
by encouraging innovation and making the commitment to break
away from the traditional technical image.
It involves paying attention to little details, coming up with the creative
extras you might not expect from an audio company. It implies a new vision
- that of variety, surprise and technical attention.
We believe in the flexibility to treat you in the way you want to be attended
by offering you inventive and original ideas in material and design with a
smile and personal understanding.
Take for example our latest series of innovations: metal-free conductors
and their negligible influence on both audio, digital and video
transmission. Worldwide the Van den Hul company has set new standards
by the application of Linear Structured Carbon® (L.S.C.) as a basic step
forward in the ever continuing battle against aging and metal
deterioration. The metal-free concept is the only solution to overcome
such common things as harsh sounding interconnects and black or even
green oxidized loudspeaker cables.
Very often “Oxygen Free Copper” is only a phrase printed on the insulation
jacket but not a serious reflection of the actual status of your cables. Any
metal is sensitive to oxidation (except gold and platinum).

Metal only conductor
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So for a stable and problem-free signal transmission over many years to
come, L.S.C. is your solution. The price is significantly less than the total
amount you may already have spent on cables, the quality even superior to
those made from pure gold or platinum…

what is l . s. c. ?
L.S.C. is an uninterrupted chain of carbon atoms perfectly aligned in
multiple individually insulated fibres. For example: Each of the two
inner groups of The S E C O N D ® has 12,000 such fibres.

at very low signal levels

The way L.S.C. is made gives you a very long-lasting warranty for
an extremely stable conductor.
L.S.C. is thermally, chemically and mechanically very superior to
any metal. Any metal used as an electrical conductor changes its
sonic properties if bent or stretched. Such mechanical actions
cause widening of the already existing inter-crystal boundaries.
The growing gaps between the individual metal crystals restrict the
conductivity at low signal levels. We call this Crystal Crossover
Distortion ( C.C.D. ).

Metal + L.S.C. conductor

Amplifiers with a similar defect are not really popular among hi-fi
lovers. So why should you allow the cable to reintroduce this defect
into your audio system. The gaps between metal crystals not only
decrease the electrical conductivity but, over time, chemical impurities
gradually invade the gaps and impair the sonic result.
This results in a lack of electrical signal transmission at very low signal
levels - just around the zero-crossing line. Due to the highly stable
character of L.S.C., these defects don’t exist nor will arise in the pure
carbon conductors used in many of our cables.

W h a t is a hybrid conductor ?
Hybrids are the very successful combination of carbon and metal in one
conductor. The lack of stable conductivity at low signal levels in metals
such as copper, caused by the natural gradual degradation that
occurs in any metal, changes the sound character over a relatively
short time.
Whatever is done afterwards, it is very difficult or impossible to
recover the original sound quality. Therefore, our company has
invented a dense coating of metal conductors with a thin layer of
L.S.C. and named them Hybrids.
Each of the two inner groups of
The SECOND® has 12,000 L.S.C. fibres.
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W h y d o es our Company work with
H yb rid conductors ?
When metals lose conductivity and start to change the quality of the signal
transmission, the L.S.C. layer simply takes over by bridging the defects,
bringing the sound quality back close to the original. This fine quality will
not change over a long period (min. 10 years under normal use) because
the dense L.S.C. layer also protects the metal conductor against any
chemical attack from outside the product.
So with a Van den Hul Hybrid you are absolutely sure to have a chemically
and electrically stable product.

Wh a t is th e reason that many of our
c o n d u c t o r s al so are sil ver coated ?
Fundamentally, the answer is identical to that given for the L.S.C. coating.
The dense silver coating in a similar way acts as a very effective protection
against corrosive airborne chemicals like O2, O3, NO2, NO3, SO2, SO3 and
many others. It also acts as a kind of bridge over the copper crystals in
cracked and damaged zones caused by bending, twisting and stretching, or
by chemical activities around the copper just after it has been drawn into
wire form.
To reduce this effect as much as possible, the time span between the final
production and formation of the copper wire and the silver coating is kept
to a minimum - in some cases only mere seconds.

D o es c o a ting with sil ver have a
n eg a t i v e ef f ect on the sound qual ity ?
Not when it is done in the correct way. But this means that some simple
rules must be kept.
1. Apply a very dense and homogeneous layer of silver.
2. Don’t bend the individual wires during processing.
3. Apply enough silver to let it work effectively - not just enough to
make the product look like it is silver coated.
4. Apply an extra protective layer immediately following the silver
coating.
An even better solution is to mechanically apply a silver coating instead of
the traditional method of electroplating. Our company is using this
technology, originating from 1982, to this day.
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The idea behind it? Avoiding chemicals means preventing deterioration
caused by extra activity between the copper conductor and the dense top
layer of silver, especially in warm and humid (like tropical) conditions.
If a silver coated copper conductor sounds harsh and aggressive, and these
effects even seem to worsen over time, the electroplating of the silver will
have taken place in a sonically unprofessional way.
Blame the cook, not the ingredients or the recipe!
Now you know why we strongly believe in silver - and even more in L.S.C.
coated hybrid conductors.
Take for example our very successful interconnects: The F I R S T ®
and The S E C O N D ® . Both designs are based on our serious aim to
produce interconnects that:
1. are not affected by any environmental or mechanical
influence.
Van den Hul The FIRST®

2. have migration and halogen-free insulation jackets made
from H U L L I F L E X ® .
3. have, as a result of 1 & 2, the best possible and colorationfree signal transmission.
4. have many years of high quality and trouble free signal
transmission.
The introduction of H U L L I F L E X ® and L.S.C. was the result of
many years of study and experiment.

Van den Hul The SECOND®

Worldwide Van den Hul is the exclusive owner of patents,
trademarks and application rights regarding H U L L I F L E X ® and L.S.C.
This is your warranty that any investment you make in our products is fully
justified, not only by the quality of the sound but also by their preservation
of your environment.

Wh y is H UL L IFL EX ® such a good
in s u l ation material ?
Many cables available in the market use PVC as an electrical
insulator. For more than one reason we stopped using PVC many
years ago as a standard solution for insulation.
Sonically, because the electrical dipoles in PVC absorb electrical
energy (just the extra quality you have always missed in your
sound).

Halogen free HULLIFLEX® insulation
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Crystal Crossover distortion

Environmentally, because PVC waste is disposed of by burning in
an incinerator. A serious production of dioxins is the result. Our
company does not want to be a part of even the smallest
contribution to serious environmental problems.
So we came up with several uncommon halogen-free insulation
materials and one of them has been specially selected and named
H U L L I F L E X ®.

H a v e a cl oser l ook at our
“The SECOND ® ”.

regular copper

Conventional metal only conductor

This interconnect is made from our top quality L.S.C.
conductor material for the two centre lines and is shielded by
no less than four screens.
The two L.S.C. groups, acting as signal up & down, are our
investment in your long and trouble-free musical pleasure. You
can always count on its never changing high transmission
quality.

Van den Hul The SECOND®

The multiple number of screens is our investment and your
guarantee that you will never have any trouble with spurious signals.
The jacket is made from our very well proven H U L L I F L E X ® : flexible for
ever because we don’t want to use any plastisizers. It also produces the best
chemical protection for all internal conductors.
Or take e.g. our D - 102 III H Y B R I D. Worldwide our best selling lower
priced interconnect. We have put a lot of technology in this
product like L.S.C. layers covering its two centre conductors
and also inside its double screen.
All our metal conductors are made of very high quality
European copper and silver with low speed and very precise
processing to avoid all possible material damage.
Van den Hul D-102 III HYBRID

Wh y d o we use bal anced cabl es
f o r u n b a lanced interconnects ?
This fact has to do with the extra protection against spurious signals
coming from e.g. your computer, your own mobile or T.V. set. The ground
connection from the screen is only made at one end. So no signal current
passes through the screen. In unbalanced/coaxial cables however, the
signal return and the spurious signals run together through the screen.
You know now where these spurious signals come from and where they
go. Separating them from the signal return makes a serious difference to
the reproduction of your audio in detail, depth and musical structure.

a
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Our speaker cables also contain a lot of technical innovations.

l.s.c. coating

Besides the superior combination of very high quality copper and
a lot of very pure silver, practically all our speaker cables contain
L.S.C. layers to assure the stable transmission of very low level
information.

high grade copper

This results in a high level of spatial sound reproduction never
experienced before. The very often harsh penetrating sound is
finished forever.
Our metal + L.S.C. technology

This results in a much more enjoyable and spatial sound
reproduction. Generally, the unwanted extra sizzles and fizzles do
position your loudspeakers so clearly and forward in the
soundstage that the depth in the reproduction becomes very limited. And
depth in the sound-image is just one of the most pleasant acoustical
properties you will like to maintain.
This can only be obtained by cables that lack the unpleasant production of
this typical and distorted sound. It simply means that, when in the
meantime you have gotten used to this distorted sound reproduction, there
is need for re-evaluation to a more correct level of understanding and
appreciation of original sound-recording and replay quality. In some parts
of the world, this unnatural sound has become the local hi-fi standard, the
so-called local taste.
So any product that does not support this rather flat sound is regarded as a
lower standard in product quality.
This is one of the interesting findings we came across at some hi-fi shows
mostly outside Europe. At Van den Hul we think different when it concerns
optimum sound quality. We produce loudspeaker cables without a handful
of extra sonic sizzles & fizzles.
The very clean signal transmission of our superior conductors embedded
in L.S.C is our investment in your sound-system for many years to come.
Like for example our very flexible CS - 122 H Y B R I D Halogen
Free. A twin-lead loudspeaker cable with a multitude of
superior silver coated copper strands embedded in a dense
layer of L.S.C . A total metal cross-section area of 3.25 mm2
ensures you that your amplifier has perfect and uncolored
control over your loudspeakers.
The heavy jacket of Halogen Free H U L L I F L E X ® is our
handshake with your environment. It also gives you a very long
lasting assurance of a stable transmission of the electrical
signals without any chemical interference from your environment.

Van den Hul CS - 122 HYBRID Halogen Free

We think there’s absolutely no better way to protect this cable.
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Another example of our technology is The R E V E L AT I O N
H Y B R I D. A more complex construction of dense silver coated
multistrand copper leads in 19 combined groups. The centre
group is embedded in a very heavy layer of L.S.C. to satisfy even
the most demanding audio enthusiast.
The thick red jacket is made of Halogen Free H U L L I F L E X ® .
Van den Hul The REVELATION HYBRID

Van den Hul The THIRD®

Our most prestigious cable anyhow is The T H I R D ® Metal-free
& Halogen free. The total number of L.S.C. fibers is 3.5 Million.
This means that 1 single meter of The T H I R D ® contains 3,500
km. of fiber altogether.
All fibers are individually insulated to ensure the integrity of
signal transmission. All groups are randomly woven so there is
no distinct outer or inner group. This combined ensures you
that there is no skin-effect.

There are no barriers between the carbon groups, so the
common harshness is for 100% absent in the product and will
never show up. Despite the large number of fibers, the total flexibility is very
high.
And the thick HULLIFLEX ® jacket gives this cable an excellent
mechanical protection. Once you own The T H I R D ® , your speaker cable
problems are resolved for ever. Available in any specified length. We adapt
this hand-made product to your specific wishes.
The T H I R D ® is our answer on all requests we had to design the ultimate
and best cable between amplifier and loudspeaker for the most demanding
and critical listeners.

Th e choice is yours !
As you can see from our product charts, we have many interconnects and
loudspeaker cables in our program. Also there is a wide variety of product
applications. So for any specific purpose, you always can find the best
product.
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Biwiring/4 lead

Twin lead

Single lead

Single lead

L ou d s pea k e r c a b le s

(also suitable as twin lead)
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-

~ 70

34 / 2

0.51

0.79 / 18

20.2

scs - 4

22 / 4

0.80

scs - 6

14 / 6

1.3

17 / 5

1.0

8.5 / 8

2.1

7.6 / 8.4

2.3

3.0 / 12.5

5.8

4.7 / 10.5

3.7

5.2 / 10

3.4

10 / 7

1.7

3.9 / 11.3

4.4

2.0 / 14

9.0

3.0 / 12.5

5.8

1.2 / 16.3

14.1

2.6 / 13

6.6

2.0 / 14

8.8

1.0 / 17.3

17.8

the goldwater

2.0 / 14

9.0

the clearwater

2.0 / 14

9.0

2.0 / 14

8.4

the third®
scs - 2
mcs - 1000

the revelation hybrid
the magnum hybrid
the revolution hybrid
the teatrack hybrid
the wind mk ii hybrid
d - 352 hybrid
d - 310
scs - 12
the cleartrack
cs - 122 hybrid
scs - 16
the royal jade hybrid
the snowtrack
scs - 18

the skytrack hybrid

4.7 / 10.4

3.6

the snowline

2.0 / 14

8.8

the skyline hybrid

2.0 / 14

8.4

cs - 12 hf

3.0 / 12.5

5.8

cs - 16

1.3 / 16

13.6

cs - 18

0.56 / 19.6

30.6

cs - 10

conductor type:

price class

Linear Structured Carbon®

High purity Matched Crystal OFC

High purity dense Matched Crystal Silver

High purity dense Silver coated

High purity OFC

High purity OFC

HYBRID: + Linear Structured Carbon® saturated layer(s)

+

_
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General Purpose Line Level
Interconnects, Hometheatre etc.

Microphone and
Electrical Instrument connections

Car Hi-Fi Interconnects

Video and Antenna 75 Ohm
(Hometheatre) applications

SPDIF Digital Interconnects
(Consumer 75 Ohm)

Tonearm to Preamp Interconnects

AES/EBU Digital Interconnects
(Professional 110 Ohm)

Radio Frequency 50 Ohm applications

Interconnects

mc - silver it balanced

mc - silver it 75 ohm

mc - silver it coaxial

mc - gold hybrid

the first ®
the second ®
thunderline hybrid

d - 502 hybrid

d - 501 hybrid

d - 310

d - 102 iii hybrid

d - 102 v special

aes-ebu 110 ohm link

the triaxial professional 75 ohm

the mic hybrid

the mic hiflex hybrid

the fleximic

d - 610

the source hybrid

videolink 75

the patchbay b5

the bay c5

d - 300 iii hybrid

flexicon b4

price class
Unbalanced / Asymmetric

Applicable

Balanced / Symmetric

Our balanced cable types are equally suitable
for asymmetric / unbalanced applications

Triple core

+

_
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To make your choice even more easy, we have all our interconnects ready
made available in blister packed lengths of 60 cm, 80 cm, 1 meter and for
many products even bigger lengths. Any other length can be custom made
on your demand.
We produce interconnects with RCA (= Phono), XLR, 1/4” (6.3 mm) Jack,
Bantam (TT) and BNC connectors. For the speaker cables we have a big
variety of spade connectors to choose from.

F r o m n o w o n , audiophil es have it easy.
Th e te c hnol ogy of the future
is al ready theirs.

With best regards and wishing you many hours of pleasant listening to our
products,

A.J. van den Hul.
President.

P.S. We have a lot of extra listening tips, technology explanations and
product information available for you .

Just visit our internet site:

www. vandenhul . com

Please note: any product bearing the name or logo ‘van den hul ®’ or ‘vdh ®’
is an original design and a manufactured product of van den hul ®.
van den hul ®, vdh ®, the first®, the second®, the third®, hulliflex®
and linear structured carbon® are all worldwide patented materials
and registered trademarks in 68 countries.
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